ANDERSON PREPARES FOR RETURN TO
FREEDOM 100
"Sophomore Indy Lights driver and his SPM crew completed a successful day of testing at the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway ahead of the first oval race of the season."

Fort Collins, Colorado - Scott Anderson, driver of the #77 Schmidt Peterson Motorsports Indy
Lights car has been logging the miles and capturing critical information as the biggest race of
the 2015 Indy Lights season takes place this week, all part of the running of the 99th
Indianapolis, 500.

"The Freedom 100 is the race I've been most looking
forward to all year," comments Anderson from
Indianapolis. "It's always such a close, competitive race
and this year is looking to be the same."
The Indy Lights field took to the famous 2.5 mile super
speedway on Monday, May 18th to get everyone up to
speed on how the new IL15 will handle the high speeds
seen at 'The Brickyard'. Anderson was able to complete
all the planned laps and run through the long list of
specifications set out by the team's engineering group.
"We have one day of testing under our belts and made
some significant progress on getting the car to run well
in traffic," continued Anderson. "The Schmidt Peterson
Motorsports guys know this place well and I'm
confident we will have a car that will be able to
complete for the win."
Anderson, and the #77 Anderson Podiatry Centers Indy Lights entry, with support from Hull &
Knarr, LLP, will hit the Speedway on Thursday, May 21st for practice and then qualifying,
followed by the 250 mile, 100 lap race on Friday, May 22nd.
ABOUT SCOTT:
An expert skier and avid outdoor enthusiast, the Fort Collins, Colorado resident is on the third
and final step of the Mazda Road To Indy. Anderson was the recipient of the MAZDASPEED
Motorsports Development Scholarship after winning the 2011 BFGoodrich/Skip Barber National
Championship Presented by Mazda. In 2012, Anderson competed in the Cooper Tires USF2000
Championship powered by Mazda winning two races. In 2013, Scott raced in the ProMazda
Championship Presented by Cooper Tires with Juncos Racing. In 2014, Anderson completed his
rookie season in Indy Lights with Fan Force United. For 2015, Scott enters his sophomore
season in Indy Lights with a new team; Schmidt Peterson Motorsports. Anderson is sponsored
by Anderson Podiatry Centers; Laser Therapy, Surgery, and Neuropathy and Hull & Knarr LLP.
He is also a member of the Derek Daly Academy led by former Formula One driver Derek Daly.
Learn more about Scott at www.scottandersonracing.com. For more information on Scott and
his racing program, contact Jeff Grist at the Derek Daly Academy, jeff@derekdalyacademy.com
or by phone at 905.327.7458.
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